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About AIE
AIE was established in 1992 by Syed Babar Ali in Lahore. After 
successfully founding LUMS, Mr. Ali felt that much needed to be done 
at school level as well. This is how AIE came into being. AIE is known 
for providing quality pre-service and in-service teacher education and 
offering advisory services for school management, development and 
curriculum practices. We seek to especially address the educational 
needs of rural and female teachers and to promote education to under-
privileged and marginalized sections of society.

About Projects and Consultancy
The aim of this  department is to help schools improve their quality of 
education. We accomplish this by identifying the areas of improvements 
in the schools through o u r p r e l i m i n a r y research and develop 
projects around those areas to help elevate t h e q u a l i t y o f e d u c a 
t i o n o f t h e identified schools. We implement these projects with help 
from our donors and e n s u r e c o m p l e t e transparency. Our 
objective is to gather resources and use t h e m f o r t h e collective good 
of the society and its children
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Creative Learning Project
Through  Creative Learning Project children are empowered to see 
themselves as 'readers and writers' when their stories are published into 
books and distributed into schools and libraries in their districts. This 
project gives a voice to young people, and with stories focused on 
inculcating respect for human rights and values, tolerance, citizenship 
and social equity, they develop the comprehension skills and capability 
for critical thinking for an active life. 

The project has been implemented in Lahore, Hafizabad, Bhakkar, 
D.I.Khan, Muzaffargarh, Kasur

ALMOIZ Industries Limited specializes in the production of high 
quality sugar and the export of power, we endeavor to work as 
efficiently as possible, employing modern methods and best 
practices which are safe and healthy for the environment while 
bearing the interests of all our stakeholders.
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Hello! My name is
Owlie McNowlie

Hoot Hoot

Today, I will help you build interesting characters 
which will make your stories fun.
Follow my instructions and together we will give
life to the main players of your story. 

Name of your 
character

AppearanceStrengths
&Weaknesses

Likes & Dislikes

Personality

Goals & Ambitions

Who or What 
he/she is or it?

A day in 
the life...

Once you have decided what your character is like, it’s 
what he or she does in different situations that helps to 
drive a story.

Imagine it's the strangest, most wonderful day in the life 
of your character’s life and write a story about it.      

The best way to bring your character 
to life is to describe how he or she 
acts.
For example, you don't need to say a 
character is generous, if you show 
them doing something generous.   

Acting it out

1 2
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O
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Let’s Get Started

Let’s write a story together.
I will give you suggestions for characters,
settings and actions and you create a story.
  

Clown
Pilot
Thief
Fairy
Naughty Twins
Kitten
Queen
Talking Dog
Angry Teacher
Dancer
Cricketer
Friend
Pirate

Once upon a time there was a...

Who lived in/went to...

One day...

And so...

Think of an interesting
 title for your story

(Describe your main character)

(Describe your story setting)

(Something happens)

(What does the character do and what does she/he hope happens next?)

Character Suggestions

Home alone
Next to a river
Forest
Long ago
Desert
Stadium
Haunted house
Village
Big city

Enters a contest
Goes shopping
Goes to a new school
Finds a map
Runs away from home
New teacher
Parents get a new pet
Meets the president
Becomes invisible

Setting Suggestions

Story Starters

However...
(Something goes wrong)

Then...
(How does the character solve the problem)

Eventually...
(Does the character succeed?)

In the end...
(Decide an ending for the story)

Hip Hip 
Hurray

Think of an interesting
 title for your story

11 12
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Planning a Story

Beginning
This is where you introduce your 
main character. Something happens 
to get the story started - maybe 
something frightening or dangerous

Build-up
Build up the tension and excitement. 
This part is full of action, twist and 
turns.

Climax
This is the dramatic high-point. Your 
main character encounters his or her 
greatest challenge and fights the 
enemy.  

Resolution
This is where you resolve any 
problems. Perhaps your main 
character escapes danger or defeats 
the enemy.

End
Give your story a sad or a happy 
ending.

Action
Throw your readers in

the middle of an 
exciting event.

Dialogue
Let the reader hear

the characters’ voices.

1

2

3

4

5

It is a good idea to plan a story 

before you write it, to decide what 

you want to happen in each part. 

33 34
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Stories 
from “

field
the “

My favourite aspect about working with the schools is 
the response that I get from the students during the 
activities that I conduct in classrooms. The students are 
very enthusiastic about the activities and fully engage in 
them.

The schools I am working with are very cooperative and 
they appreciate my efforts. Recently, I organized a 
science exhibition to encourage schools to follow this 
example. The schools I work with try their best to 
improve their standard by trying new and different 
things. I feel very happy to see them replicate my ideas.

35 36

Asif RazaSyed Abrar Hussain
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This book is a collection of stories produced by children, 
as part of the 

Creative Learning Project - Reading and Writing With 
and For Kids

We hope you enjoy reading this as much as we enjoyed 
creating this book.
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